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1 Introduction

In this project we seek to apply a three node cluster with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
to solve real world questions. We will be exploring parking violation and National Basketball
Association (NBA) data.

2 NY Parking Violations

2.1 Overview

The New York parking violation database contains tickets issued for vehicle parking infractions.
The data is organized by fiscal year (FY) streching back from FY2020 - FY 2014. At the time
of this project 8.52 million records have been issued. The data is organized in table format with
the following 43 features provided: Summons Number, Plate ID, Registration State, Plate Type,
Issue Date, Violation Code, Vehicle Body Type, Vehicle Expiration Date, Violation Location,
Violation Prescient, Issuer Precinct, Issuer Code, Issuer Command, Issuer Squad, Violation
Time, Time First Observed, Violation County, Violation In Front Of Or Opposite, House Num-
ber, Street Name, Intersecting Street, Date First Observed, Law Section, Sub Division, Violation
Legal Code, Days Parking in Effect, From Hours In Effect, To Hours In Effect, Vehicle Color, Un-
registered Vehicle?, Vehicle Year, Meter Number, Feet FromCurb, Violation Post Code, Violation
Description, No Standing or Stopping Violation, Hydrant Violation, Double Parking Violation

This database format downloads in csv formatmaking calling the respectively needed columns
convent. However, this database is most likely used by NY officers and human errors were ap-
parent in the database. Although we face issues with missing data there are enough in most
categories where it is safe to drop tickets with blanks in needed fields. Misspellings and different
uses of acronyms also rose some issues and question specific solutions were developed and
detailed in the following sections with the greatest difficulty in 2.5.

2.2 Time of Highest Ticket Issuance

We liked to know what time of day are the tickets most likely to be issued. The data base has
a Violation Time feature that signifies the time of day of the violation in a 12-hour-clock format.
Our strategy in interpreting this is to convert the given time to military time. Additionally to better
make sense of the data we generalize the time granularity to the hour.

Fig. 1 shows the mapper code which help output the counts of the tickets against the mil-
itary hour in which it occurred. To save time and cut down on traffic a combiner was used to
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summarize the total count. Mapper output can be summarizes as <hour, ticket count>.

Figure 1: Time of Highest Ticket issuer mapper

In the given format of our cluster this map-reduce is designed to funnel to one reducer. This
generally is a safe assumption because we have already combined most of the information in a
way that even with many mappers each is at most outputting 24 key-value pairs and is difficult
to overwhelm one reducer. With this design of one reducer we can safely sum the ticket counts
by hour and output the sorted list by ticket count as the local maximum and global maximum
are the same. Fig. 2 shows the reducer code with the output of <total ticket count, hour>.

Figure 2: Time of Highest Ticket Issuance reducer

The project has found as seen in Fig. 3 that 8am, 9am, and 11am is the most likely time for
tickets. They have ticket counts of 76,682, 76,620, 75,758 respectively. This is not surprising
because that is when people are rushing to go to work to those who are late to work. It is
plausible to believe that they did not remember or skipped paying to meter to get to a meeting.
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Figure 3: Time of Highest Ticket Issuance output

2.3 Most Common Year and Types of Cars Ticketed

In the pursuit of solving the most common year and types of cars to be ticketed we must first
carefully define its premise. With respect to the year of the car that can be directly defined as
model year of the car which can be found in the feature Vehicle Year. When considering type
we must want to understand what would be the most interesting and insightful option. Although
brands names can appeal to certain demographics in industries such as clothing, the vehicle
body type is more applicable to car industry. Vehicle body type can be a greater link between
type of car and of type of driver. With this in mind we used the Vehicle Body Type feature to
define type of car.

Drawing directly on the table format of the data set we can get both the color and car type
and combine them as a key. A combiner was used to reduce the output by summing the the
counts if repeated keys. The output of the mapper is <(color+body type), ticket count> as seen
in 4.
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Figure 4: Most Common Year and Types of Cars Ticketed mapper

Given the key value pair and the same assumptions on single reducer system in 2.2, we
deploy the same sorting. The output is in the format of <total ticket count, color+body type > as
seen below in fig. 5.

Figure 5: Most Common Year and Types of Cars Ticketed reducer

The output fig.6 below shows that many of the tickets are classified suburban (SUBN). Ac-
cording to the NY State Department of Motor Vehicle (NYDMV) SUBN is defined as that has
windows on the side in the rear and has seats in the rear that can be folded or removed so the ve-
hicle can carry cargo. Is is a very borad definition that includes but not limited to Sedans (SEDN),
two-door sedans (2DSD) and four-door sedans (4DSD). Because of this its better to look past the
SUBN category and the top 3 afterward are: 4DSD2017 (43,535 tickets), 4DSD2018 (38,697
tickets), 4DSD2016 (30,888 tickets). This means more recent versions of four door sedans
are the most likely to be ticketed.
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Figure 6: Most Common Year and Types of Cars Ticketed reducer

2.4 Location with Most Tickets

As we try to look into the features there were even more options of features to look into for
location than car type. From various street code types, intersecting street to street name all
give different view of the same locations. However two of the three types listed has severe
complications. In trying to interpret the three street code types no documentation on the NYDMV
website were found. When trying to input into google mapsmany codes lead to locations outside
NY or did not exist at all. Because of this the street code types were not usable also given key
translation may have given greater insight then the other two features. Intersecting street has
its own issues. Over 5.8 million of tickets have no value for feature. Also we could simply dump
tickets with missing values in other questions this is more than 60% tickets that need to be
thrown out. This level of null values is understandable as most parking are along streets and
most likely not at an intersection. And for those reasons the street name was chosen.

Similar map-reduce format is used from previous questions after accessing the feature com-
plications. The output has been provided below (Fig.8). The top two streets Broadway with
9,519 tickets and WB Seagrit Boulevard at CR 3rd avenue with 8,441 tickets almost double
the tickets of the third place street.
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Figure 7: Location with most tickets output

2.5 Color of Vehicle That is Most Likely to be Ticketed

Lots of studies show that color has an effect on people’s perception of a driver. Red is commonly
associated with speed and black cars resembling elegance. One aspect we seek to analyse is
the association of color with being ticketed. At first the feature vehicle color seem to give us the
only and best option. However after viewing the color types at a high level we see that there are
a lot of misspellings and mixed use of abbreviations.

As the output in Fig.9 suggests- black cars are in fact the most likely to be ticketed. The top
three are by far much grater than other colors. Black cars ticketed are in fact ticketed 260,884
times from the data available. The second color on the list is white- with 218,799 white cars
ticketed. The next is gray cars being ticketed 211,019 times.
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Figure 8: Color of Vehicle That is Most Likely to be Ticketed

3 NBA Shot Logs

3.1 Overview

In a recent trend the NBA has now incorporated analytics into its game-play. This has evolved the
game dramatically and drown teams to play in a way that optimize points per play. One extreme
example is the Huston Rockets, who have predominately shoot three-pointers and drive in for
lay-ups as analytic has seen those plays are the highest yielding. We seek to use analytics to
find similar insights but on a player basis to figure their strengths and weaknesses.

The data set is from Kaggle and consists of 21 features: Game ID, Matchup, Location, W,
Final Margin, Shot Number, Period, Game Clock, Shot Clock, Dribbles, Touch Time, Shot Dist,
PTS Type, Shot Result, Closest Defender, Closest Defender Player ID, Close Def Dist, FGM,
PTS, Player Name, Player ID The data set was uploaded 2016 with 128 thousand datapoints.
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3.2 Most Feared Defenders

Although there are great all-around defenders, with many types of players certain defenders are
better limiting certain players in a match-up. Therefore, we define fear score as the defender in
which the player struggles scoring on the most. Because the the data’s granularity at per shot
level we have to get the total information per player in one reducer. This project entails a three
node cluster as mentioned in 1, and so it is a guarantee that all info will be in one reducer node.

The mapper, as seen in Fig. 9 takes into account all shots taken from one player to another
defender. We we split the Shot_Result into 2 binary features made shot and shot (shot always
1). To reduce traffic, we use a combiner to sum these items in the format of <player/defender
pair, sum of made shots, sum of shots taken>

Figure 9: The mapper of the Most Feared Defender

The reducer , in Fig. 10, then splits the player/defender pair so that we can create a sub
dictionary to sort the defender’s performance against the player. To judge performance we take
into account a two tiered metric. We first calculate the rate of scoring (made/all shots) that the
player has when defended by the defender. Given the case of a tie between defenders we
check the total shots against the defender. Given the same rate the defender with the higher
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shot count is the more feared defender. The most feared defender of any player is then deemed
as the defender in which the play’s rate of scoring is lowest with the highest shots taken against.

Figure 10: The mapper of the Most Feared Defender

The results sample can be seen in 11. One of the results is that player Kevin Garnett has
never scored on Nene in 16 shot attempts.

Figure 11: Player’s Most Feared Defender
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3.3 Comfort Zones

In this questions we try to find the comfort zone of four players: James Harden, Chris Paul,
Steph Curry, and Lebron James. Comfort zone is defined as the highest shot percentage from
a set of {Shot_Dist, Close_Def_Dist, Shot_Clock}. This is solved through K-means clustering
on data pertaining to each of the four selected players

The mapper, Fig. 12, takes the given centriods and computes the distance and resulting
closest centriod the data point as defined by the set. The information is then sent to the reducer
seen in Fig. 13. The reducer receiving the total information can recompute the centriods and
checks if there was a change from starting centriods and ending centriods. If there is then
another iteraltion will be run, otherwise the centriods will be the comfort zone. The output for
the comfort zones for LeBron James, Chris Paul, JamesHarden and StephenCurry are provided
in fig.14. In Fig. 15 , Lebron James for example, we can see that as we increase the iterations
of the loop for the K-means the results improve.

Figure 12: The mapper of the comfort zone question
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Figure 13: The reducer of the comfort zone question

Figure 14: Comfort Zones of 4 NBA players

Figure 15: Comfort Zones of 4 NBA players
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